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ABSTRACT
This study found that the problem-solving capacity of a public
organization can be understood in terms of the legitimacy of the
formulated problems and solutions. Increasing the problem-
solving capacity depends on not only the acceptance of problems
and how to solve them but also on formal structures and
processes. Sensemaking and framing are important keys to
unlocking how legitimacy is built, and consequently, how
problem-solving capacity is built in a complex organization. We
contend that although governance theory recognizes complexity
through concepts such as networks and multi-levelness, empirical
research tends to downplay what complexity can entail, thus
limiting the theoretical development and practical usability of
governance theory. Using complexity as a sensemaking
framework, we analyze how the top-tier managers of a capital
understand the challenges and solutions of coping with rapid
growth. We argue that although complexity theory is no panacea
to unlocking the difficulties of public sector challenges, it can be a
valuable guide to future research on governance.
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Introduction

Over the last four decades, since the late 1970s, the public sector in most Western
countries has undergone a wave of successive reforms, which were eventually labelled
New Public Management (NPM) (Aucoin 1990; Hood 1991). A key aspect of the
reforms was turning away from legitimacy based on procedural representativeness and
legality towards legitimacy based on performance, efficiency, and effectiveness (Christen-
sen and Lægreid 2011b; Pratchett and Wingfield 1994). However, scholars argue that both
NPM and newer forms of governance create distinct problems of legitimacy (Scharpf 1999;
Van Kersbergen and Van Waarden 2004).
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Legitimacy is considered the acceptance of an environment that corresponds with social
expectations (Deephouse and Suchman 2008; DiMaggio and Powell 1983; Hannan and
Freeman 1977; Meyer and Rowan 1977). Hybels (1995) argues that legitimacy is shaped
by the institutional characteristics of the environment and the organization, and the legit-
imation process where perceptions are built through reciprocal interactions (Baum and
Oliver 1991; Kostova and Zaheer 1999).

Wagenaar (2007) claims that the complexity of modern social systems erodes legiti-
macy stemming from a hierarchical-instrumental approach to policymaking. Recognizing
the increased complexity in public sector management, governance has been used as a
synonym or alternative for “government”, arguing for a shift towards less formalized
and hierarchical forms of governing (Walters 2004; Rhodes 1990). Furthermore, while
NPM “questioned the legitimacy of public policy as a context for public management”
(Osborne 2006, 380), New Public Governance (NPG) recognizes the legitimacy of
public policy and the interrelatedness of policymaking and implementation (ibid.). Argu-
ably, a key factor of the public sector’s legitimacy is its capacity to solve complex social
problems (see e.g. Horeth 1999; Scharpf 1999, 2003).

Network governance has been suggested as an approach to increasing efficiency and
effective forms of problem management and problem-solving (Koppenjan and Klijn
2004; Walters 2004). A dominant feature of governance theory is the emphasis on the
network aspect of public policy, making the approach distinct from traditional hierarchical
models (Marin and Mayntz 1991; Pierre and Peters 2000; Rhodes 1988). Collaboration
through networks is held as the foremost means to address complex problems facing
the public sector (see e.g. Podolny and Page 1998; Roberts 2000; Weber and Khademian
2008).

Termeer (2009) argues that new modes of governance are ambiguous. Emerging litera-
ture examines organizations’ hybrid characteristics resulting from processes that blend
competing logics in organizations. The notion of hybridity has gained momentum in
recent research of different sectors (private, public, and third/non-profit sector) and
with different approaches (see e.g. Billis 2010; Evers 2005; Fossestøl et al. 2015;
Haveman and Rao 2006; Skelcher and Smith 2015).

Hybrid organizations are influenced by “competing organisational logics, trade-offs
between social and commercial goals, and resource transfers” (Mullins, Czischke, and
van Bortel 2012, 405). The provision of elderly care, child care, and primary health
care, for instance, has evolved in many countries from a service predominantly provided
by the public sector to a much more fragmented service provided by a host of public, for-
profit, and non-profit organizations. However, the coordination, financing, and ultimate
responsibility to citizens does largely remain in the hands of a political entity and the
public bureaucracy (Christensen and Lægreid 2011a). For the public sector, hybridity is
often associated with both conceptual and organizational approaches to (welfare)
service delivery (Evers 2005).

The notion of hybridity and hybrid organizations can be linked to research on public
sector governance using the network metaphor, leaving the networked public sector as an
answer to, or a result of, deficiencies of NPM in an ever-increasing complex reality (see e.g.
Castells 2000; Jordan 1990; Powell 1990). The notion of complexity implies both intercon-
nectedness and distinctiveness, and questions conceptions of causality, reductionism,
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predictability, and determinism found in much NPM thinking (Ansell and Geyer 2017;
Gershenson and Heylighen 2005; Haynes 2008).

Duit and Galaz (2008, 329) assert the necessity of elaborating “the problem-solving
capacity of existing multilevel governance systems”. Identifying, formulating, and framing
problems, challenges, and possibilities remain a vital issue for public sector managers, and
it strongly influences the organization’s value-creating capabilities, especially in complex
and unstructured settings that escalate the problems of framing and fitting capabilities and
limitations exponentially (Ackoff 1978; Comfort and Cahill 1985; Newell and Simon 1971).

Examining how problems are seen and communicated by public managers, or how they
understand and frame the governance of a complex public organization, will contribute to
a shift in focus towards understanding how legitimacy grows from the problem-solving
capacity. This article aims to make such a contribution by asking the following: “How
does the administration of a fast-growing capital enhance its problem-solving capacity
in a complex environment?” By doing so, we aim to contribute to an understanding
regarding “what governments actually do” (Peters 2000, 37) by invoking insights from
complexity, sensemaking, and framing.

In the following, we discuss our theoretical approach to sensemaking and framing in
complex organizations. Next, we outline our method and the research context, followed
by our empirical findings, where we identify three dimensions of framing the challenges
faced by the city’s administration. Finally, we analyze and discuss how the top administra-
tive management in the City of Stockholm make sense of, and (re)frames its complex
organization, and we conclude by suggesting areas for future research.

Theory

Sensemaking and framing

Sensemaking refers to actively creating a logical, ordered, and meaningful sense of what
occurs (Weick 1979, 1993, 1995). According to Russell, Jeffries, and Irani (2008), sensemak-
ing is centred around defined problemsmanagers need to understand.However, the process
of identifying what the problem is constitutes a vital part of sensemaking in organizations
(see e.g. Daft and Weick 1984; Reger et al. 1994). As Weick (1999) posits, sensemaking
focuses on how cues from the environment create patterns of meaning. Cues are,
however, not given but rather constructed and inferred (Sutcliffe and Christianson 2013).

Shotter and Tsoukas (2011) indicate that practitioners handle novel situations every
day. However, Thietart and Forgues (2011) note that actors in a system adapt to the out-
comes of their prior actions. Juarrero (2011) and Dwyer and Ellison (2009) posit that this
points to a circular or recursive causality where a process and its product are reciprocally
dependent on each other, each being the cause and effect of the other.

Moreover, whereas sensemaking is a process at the individual level, it takes place in a
social setting. Indeed, Weick (1995) sees “social” as one of seven properties characterizing
sensemaking. Sensemaking is about “such features of the organisation as what it is about,
what it does well and poorly, what the problems it faces are, and how it should resolve
them” (Feldman 1989, 19).

Sensemaking involves the socio-psychological and epistemological processes of how a
person understands the situation s/he is facing by relating new information to existing
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frames (Morgan, Frost, and Pondy 1983; Weick 1995, 1999; Sleegers et al. 2009). When
actors experience ambiguity, as when being confronted by competing logics in hybrid
and complex environments, existing routines and schedules (existing perceptions of
what the problems are and how they can be framed) appear inadequate (Termeer 2009).

Complex and changing environments force managers “to change what ‘facts’ they pay
attention to and ‘frame’ new courses of action” (Fligstein 2006, 950). According to Chong
and Druckman (2007, 104), “Framing refers to the process by which people develop a par-
ticular conceptualisation of an issue or reorient their thinking about an issue”. Entman
(1993) sees framing as defining problems, diagnosing causes, making moral judgments,
and suggesting remedies, thus making certain aspects of a perceived reality more
salient. Frames organize experience by attaching meaningfulness to certain events
(Benford and Snow 2000). As such, it bears a resemblance to Gioia and Chittipeddi’s
(1991) “sensegiving” as it not only frames meanings (“diagnostic framing”) but also
mobilizes support for a position (“prognostic framing”) (Klandermans 1992; Snow and
Benford 1988, 1992).

Chong and Druckman (2007) argue that frames affect attitudes and behaviours of their
audiences, while Sniderman and Theriault (2004) find that in political contexts, people are
often exposed to several competing frames. As Gilad, Kaish, and Loeb (1984) found, the
acceptance of specific policy programs can be actively enhanced by how it is framed and
presented to the public. Frames are employed to mobilize certain groups in certain ways
(see e.g. Polletta and Ho 2006; Snow and Benford 1992), contributing in forming a public
opinion as problems and solutions are effectively packaged (framed) (Gitlin 2003).
Framing as a process is about framing challenges and solutions not only within the organ-
ization but also externally and thus building legitimacy by creating meaning aligned with
political interest (Fiss and Hirsch 2005; Selznick 1949). In our approach, we see framing as
the articulation, packaging, and communication of what has been understood. While sen-
semaking is about understanding what is going on, framing is about building acceptance
for a particular view of what is going on. As such, they are complementary in a legitima-
tion process.

Framing, according to Jacobs (2014), is a potent mechanism used by political elites to
influence the public through wording and phrasing. However, as Entman (2004) indicates,
the framing process is complex through feedback-loops. Frames communicated by an
entity (e.g. political elite or the administration) influence (purposively) how other entities
(e.g. media and the public) perceive an issue, but also reciprocally, how the reactions in
turn influence and contribute to revising the communicated frames (see also Borah
2011). Furthermore, Greenhalgh and Russell (2009, 304) criticize an “evidence-based”
framing of policymaking as “inherently unable to explore the complex…way in which
competing options are negotiated” (see e.g. Black 2001; Lancaster 2014, for a critique of
evidence-based policymaking).

Complexity as a sensemaking framework

Complexity theory, originating in the natural sciences, has gained momentum in the latter
part of the twentieth century as a distinct theoretical approach in all major areas of social
science (Ansell and Geyer 2017; Byrne 1998; Geyer 2012). Examples from the social
sciences can be found in economics and economic policy (Arthur 2013; Battiston et al.
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2016; Ormerod 1998), social policy (Blackman 2006), health service research (Kernick
2004), and education policy (Davis and Sumara 2006).

As Ansell and Geyer (2017, 162) posit, “complexity theory reflects the growing economic,
social and political complexity and uncertainty that we see in our everyday lives and is
reflected in the shift from ‘government’ to ‘governance’”. Nevertheless, complexity theory
has not gained a very prominent place in public sector literature. Bovaird and Loeffler
(2009) is a notable contribution, along with the special issue in PublicManagement Review1).

While complexity theory may still be somewhat fuzzy, revealing diverse ontological,
epistemological, and methodological assumptions (Maguire, Allen, and McKelvey 2011;
Thietart and Forgues 2011), there are some properties that are typical, for instance, non-
linearity, feedback loops, emergence, networks, and adaptation (Baranger 2000; Maguire,
Allen, and McKelvey 2011; Schneider 2012; Thietart and Forgues 2011). An overview of
different perspectives is given by, for example, Capra (1996), Casti (1997), Lewin
(2000), Waldrop (1992), and Mitleton-Kelly (2003).

As it has emerged in the natural sciences, there are reasons to be cautious of drawing
too directly on complexity theory in matters that deal with people, as there are clear con-
textual differences between natural and social (human) systems (Kurtz and Snowden
2003). Indeed, Cairney and Geyer (2017, 2) question what complexity theory offers
policy studies as they see major obstacles in sharing a “theoretical outlook, language,
and a set of research methods” between the sciences. They posit that complexity theory
should not be seen as a completely new way of thinking in policy studies (ibid.). Emer-
gence, for instance, is a key term in complexity theory, but has different meanings in,
for example, biology and policy studies. We thus see complexity theory more as a frame-
work which equips us with terminology and insights than a completely new approach that
will paradigmatically shift how we see public organization. Rather, it provides us with a
way of looking at the managers, the organization, and the environment – and how they
go about figuring out what challenges they will face and how to resolve them.

Method and research context

In 2008, enormous problems in the global economy had affected Swedish municipalities.
The Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions issued forecasts on the rapid
erosion of the tax base due to a crisis in the industrial sector and the subsequent increase
in unemployment. Based on this, a group of 20 researchers from four leading Swedish
research institutes studying local public management launched the Swedish National
Research Program on Local Public Management in 2010. The entire project covered 47
of Sweden’s 290 municipalities and included 195 in-depth interviews.

In 2014, the National Research Program on Local Public Management was extended to
2016, now with 26 municipalities involved. The extended program aims to particularly
examine how local municipalities adapt and adjust their resource allocation to changing
premises, and how they develop their organizational structures, management control
systems, and collaborations in parallel with the environment. Some 400 interviews have
been conducted, in addition to using statistical data, document analysis, and literature
reviews to build the cases.

Although previous research has found that national capitals are anomalies (Gurr and
King 1987),2 we wanted to examine a large city experiencing rapid growth in a complex
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political and social landscape to see how they think about and respond to challenges.
Arguably, Stockholm, as the nation’s capital, is a conglomerate of different political enti-
ties, multinational corporations, and national and local interests in an urban landscape
that yields extraordinary challenges to coordination. It is “as complex as it gets”.
Further, Stockholm and the Stockholm region has historically faced problems in
approaching challenges as a driver in a larger regional context. For these reasons, we inten-
tionally chose Stockholm as a case through purposeful sampling as we expected the com-
plexity of the case to be particularly interesting when looking into the contemporary public
organization (Bryman 2008; Denzin and Lincoln 2005; King, Keohane, and Verba 1994;
Silverman 2013).

We were given access to top-tier city executives3 for semi-structured interviews. Inter-
viewees included the CFO, director of finances, director of city planning, senior finance
controller, director of educational services, director of senior citizens’ services, and the
senior executive of a city district. We gained ample insights into how the city’s top execu-
tives described, analyzed, planned, and executed the governance of the city considering the
challenges they were facing.

All interviews were recorded and subsequently transcribed in Swedish by the first
author, and we all had individual access to the audio recordings and full transcripts.
The transcribed data were analyzed by looking for patterns emerging from the interviews.
There were no predetermined codes for analyzing the transcribed interviews. Rather, as
the interviews were analyzed using NVIVO, the data were categorized, continuously dis-
aggregating the text “into a series of fragments, which [were] then regrouped under a series
of thematic headings” (Atkinson 1992, 455; see also Miles and Huberman 1994; Silverman
2013). As new codes were identified, previous interviews already coded were re-examined.
Finally, three thematic headings were identified through this iterative process, which sub-
sequently became the three dimensions: vertical, horizontal, and spatial.

Secondary data in the form of statistical data from Statistics Sweden, financial data from
the city’s annual reports, and information from various websites (of collaborating public
and non-public organizations) were used to complement and verify information gained
through the interviews.

Empirical findings and analysis

A vital component of the Scandinavian welfare states is the redistribution of means, both
at the individual and organizational levels – redistribution through taxation to secure indi-
vidual rights and opportunities, and redistribution to combat regional differences that
influence both national growth and individual possibilities. At the same time, Sweden is
the second most concentrated economy among OECD countries, where almost 60% of
the GDP is produced in three regions centred on the three main cities (OECD 2011).
There are also regional differences, as Stockholm’s buoyant growth in GDP per capita
has driven an increase in inequality in economic performance. This growth, along with
Stockholm’s sheer relative size in Sweden, has led to the city contributing 41.7% of the
growth in national GDP over the last decade (OECD 2011).

The main functional responsibility of Stockholm city is to provide well-functioning,
timely, and modern services to its inhabitants in the Swedish welfare state. The traditional
governance of the welfare services in Stockholm is tax-funded, with universal services
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performed predominantly by public service providers in a hierarchic system of governance
(albeit with an increasing portion of private providers with varying degrees of public
funding). The level of services in Sweden is unique and “unparalleled in other types of
welfare systems” (Castles 2004, 181; Esping-Andersen 1999; Nordic Centre for Welfare
and Social Issues 2013). The inhabitants’ expectations are similarly high. When inter-
viewed, the city leaders mentioned a twofold challenge for the welfare state in general
and the city in particular: the continued rise in expectations of welfare services, and a
decreasing willingness to accept higher taxes to finance them.

Along with the other capitals in Scandinavia, Stockholm has experienced substantial
growth in population, with some 2–2.5% yearly growth over several consecutive years.
Approximately 47% of this growth is young children, which puts enormous strain on
the capacity to provide kindergartens, schools, and competent teachers. Growth thus
becomes self-reinforcing if managed properly. Formulated in 2007, the strategic initiative
“Vision 2030”,4 developed by Stockholm’s city departments, administrations, and private
companies, envisioned 1 million inhabitants within the city limits. That figure will be
reached in 2020, if not sooner. The rate of growth is the future challenge. As one respon-
dent expressed: “We are growing by leaps and bounds, and we want to grow!… [But] it
costs money to grow…”.

In Vision 2030, Stockholm city aims to build 140,000 new dwellings before 2030
(40,000 before 2020), with accompanying schools, kindergartens, parks, sports arenas,
public transportation systems, and more to cope with the growth. Residential areas are
considered the absolute key to growth that is financially, socially, and environmentally
sustainable. The volume of necessary investment puts a considerable strain on the city’s
finances, where total yearly investments made by the city alone have quintupled over
the last decade, reaching the equivalent of 2.4 billion USD per year with a city budget
(2016) having operating costs of 4.52 billion USD.

In the following, we will categorize our detailed empirical findings in three dimensions:
vertical, horizontal, and spatial.

Vertical dimension

Governance is conceptualized and depicted in traditional terms through the political and
administrative hierarchy, a functional hierarchy of vision-goals-budgets-measures-key indi-
cators, and planning processes and products (e.g. 10-year investment plans, 5-year budgets,
yearly budgets). In the case of Stockholm, the distinction between the state (nation-state),
the county, and the city is becoming gradually less distinct. The responsibility for citizens’
welfare slides downwards to the local level (the city), albeit without being accompanied by
the appropriate funding. The vertical blurring has predominantly grown out of the city’s
gradual recognition of practical necessities, not through a conscious development of govern-
ance policy within the formal structures of governance. The city’s financing of investments in
public transportation systems that are not functionally its responsibility has been deemed
necessary but remains a strain on city finances. As one senior executive said:

The downside is that we are forced to pay for the investments in the infrastructure – the
state’s infrastructure – we have, or will pay, more than one billion USD for the state’s invest-
ments, money that we need in our housing projects.
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On this issue, the realized financial arrangements do not correspond with the formal
responsibilities of the levels of government, and the pivotal point for the city management
is that the income system of the municipalities and counties do not follow suit the
rearrangements in financing that takes place in practice. An interesting parallel can be
drawn to British “city deals”, where the nation-state empowers cities to drive their local
economic development through direct control over national funds for transportation
and so forth.

There is also an expressed willingness to expand services beyond those that are formally
and traditionally part of the city’s domain. As one respondent stated, “We do have a
responsibility to the population; we have the ultimate responsibility to the citizens.
When it doesn’t work, we just have to do something”. The perception of the top manage-
ment in the city is that several aspects of the public governance system have not kept up
with development, forcing the city management to look beyond the vertical hierarchy for
solutions.

City officials have expressed concern about what they see as unfortunate distributive
effects in the Swedish income system for municipalities and counties, where, for instance,
tax base equalization and differentiated state subsidies per capita form part of the income
system. Municipalities that experience high growth thus receive a lower income per capita
from the state than lagging municipalities. Seen from Stockholm, as a municipality in
rapid growth, this is perceived as a somewhat dysfunctional and shortsighted system as
it is not rigged for securing future growth in the economy. As a top-tier city official
expressed:

There is supposed to be equal opportunities for all in this nation, also for Stockholm. And one
is politically very regionally focused concerning redistribution and the short perspective –
now, here – but there is no growth perspective in the redistributions… The redistribution
should sustain a nice operation throughout the country, but also create conditions for this
in the future. And where there are people we can create growth, which, in turn, generates
revenue to redistribute in the future. That perspective does not exist. That’s on us.

The city transgresses its formal functional responsibilities to fill the void that is the
(nation) state’s lack of financing for necessary infrastructure in growth regions, thus
reframing an essential meaning of the city’s governance.

Horizontal dimension

One salient aspect of the NPM ideology is the need for more extensive public-private
cooperation (PPC). Although the Scandinavian welfare states can be said to have been
slower and more cautious than other European countries in adopting such a strategy,
efforts have certainly been undertaken to increase PPC, and there is an ongoing discussion
regarding in which domains of the public sector, and to what extent, PPC should be
encouraged and implemented. In Stockholm, the city finances most, if not all, infrastruc-
ture investments. As one respondent said: “If you look narrowly on the question of
financing, we see that no one that can borrow money as cheap as us. So we prefer to
handle that cost ourselves”. PPC thus does not cover the financing of projects in any sig-
nificant way.

However, the city management has, for example, developed a deliberate policy of PPC
when developing housing projects: “For every area that we develop, we allocate land to our
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own municipal housing associations, and to [private contractors]. And then we develop
the areas together”. Publicly owned land allocated to private contractors is sold on
market terms with conditions for its development and use. This policy secures close
cooperation between the city and private developers and finances a substantial part of
the city’s development costs.

Practically, efforts are being made to cope with the growth-driven challenges in
several venues. The city management is crafting a strategy for working systematically
with innovations and knowledge sharing, both internally (e.g. through “best practices”
across the city administration) and externally (e.g. academia, OpenLab,5 and the Stock-
holm Business Alliance6). The city management has expressed the need to blur the
boundaries between organizations so that in the future, solutions can be built jointly
by public, private, and non-profit actors. The city has thus taken upon itself the respon-
sibility to build distinctive institutional environments that facilitate, for instance, labour
mobility and transfer of knowledge across governmental and non-governmental
organizations.

Technological development and strength tend to cluster around universities. In this
aspect, the city management works actively with academia to stimulate and motivate
those institutions to take on greater responsibility for participating in the development
of smart technologies. Institutions such as Stockholm University, the KTH Royal Institute
of Technology, Stockholm School of Economics, and Karolinska Institutet are mentioned
as relevant institutions. A senior city health administrator, for instance, expressed that the
city plans to spend the same amount of money (in real value) on elderly care in 2027 as
they do today, despite the growth. Therefore, the city does not plan to increase the budget
for elderly care relative to the growth in elderly citizens. Considering the ongoing and pro-
jected relative growth in the elderly population, this will imply a need to develop substan-
tially more efficient services of providing elderly care (Statistics Sweden 2012; see also
Gavrilov and Heuveline 2003; Kautto 1999).

These demands require asking new questions and finding smart solutions that are
developed in various partnerships. The city management acknowledges that they alone
cannot solve these challenges, and tries to activate networks of public, private, and non-
profit organizations to identify and solve challenges pre-emptively, thus stepping away
from the pure client-provider model envisaged in much of the NPM literature.

Spatial dimension

Regions are ambiguous entities in the Swedish government system. While the formal gov-
erning structure is state-county-municipality, the formal system also includes state
agencies operating with regional, geographical domains (e.g. work employment regions,
criminal justice regions, and police regions). There are, however, no formal, regional enti-
ties tasked with growth-related issues, be it general economic growth or specific growth
issues related to, for instance, migration to larger cities, housing, and infrastructure.
The formal structure of state-county-municipalities partly handles these growth issues,
but the rhetoric among city officials has changed to include the adjacent municipalities
and counties, indicating a regional consciousness. Developing Stockholm city is not
only seen as a question of merely developing the city but is also about developing the
region. Boundaries remain but are becoming more transparent, if not formally then
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certainly through practice, as manifested through investments in public transportation
infrastructure.

The will to transcend functional, geographical responsibilities manifests itself through
co-financing of infrastructure projects outside the city limits – projects that are deemed
necessary by the city management to manage the growth. As one respondent said regard-
ing the co-funding of national or county projects:

We have said that we are willing to co-finance even though it is not within the city limits to
stimulate the commencement of the building, because it is necessary for the city’s growth.
And it is quite substantial amounts – 1 billion USD… in co-financing.

One of the respondents described the rationale for the will to finance outside city limits
and in projects that belong to the nation-state as follows:

If the nation-state doesn’t put up the money for its own [infrastructure] investments…we
need to expand the city for it to work. Otherwise, it will implode [from] all the people
moving here. Then we have to find the money ourselves even though it is not our
responsibility.

The lack of formal possibilities in the public governance system has not hindered the city
management from influencing and implementing its policy in its “area of interest”. In the
absence of commonly accepted solutions, city officials redefined the city’s area of direct
influence to match the area of interest through (co)financing infrastructure projects.
However, the reframing of geography went well beyond concrete investments in the
immediate proximity. As one respondent put it:

… the growing city, the growing region… boundaries disappearing really, it’s about the
region,7 the Mälardalen region,8 it’s really about Northern Europe, it’s really about cooperat-
ing… the Öresund region,9 Oslo, Helsinki – to handle the challenge from the rest of the
world.

Geography, for the city, has ceased to be national. Geography has expanded the city and
reduced the state. Simultaneously, geography has become less physical and more virtual.

(Re)framing Stockholm

There is an acknowledgement among top-tier leaders that its boundaries are somewhat
blurred. Planning and investments are channelled not only directly to projects inside
the city boundaries but also increasingly outside it as well. Taxpayers’ money is spent
outside the city, which is not entirely uncontroversial: “Well, it is not something we
like, we don’t like co-financing, we state explicitly that we think it is wrong that we
[co]finance national projects, but we have to. We have taken that responsibility”. The
notion of spending taxpayers’ money in a neighbouring municipality does signify a
process of realigning the perception of what Stockholm is. As one respondent expressed:
“As an inhabitant, you don’t think ‘Here was the boundary between Solna [neighbouring
municipality] and Stockholm’”. The reframing of the city is thus not new to the individual
inhabitant, but more a change in political and administrative frames. Implicitly, the
approach to neighbouring municipalities in the region has changed from a competitive
to a cooperative view.
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With Vision 2030, the competitive frame of top-tier city leaders looks at the region’s
competitiveness in a global context. The competing region might as well be somewhere
in Europe, the US, or Asia. As formulated by one respondent:

The reason we want to grow is to handle the globalisation and the competition with the rest
of the world. To be attractive to companies, and to create employment, and why so? Because
we want the same welfare in the future as we have today.

The city managers thus reoriented their focus to one that has both domestic and inter-
national dimensions. There is a huge implicit mental leap from growing in the city to
growing in the world. The perspective seems to have changed from being the capital of
Sweden to seeing Stockholm “in the world”.

When the city management calculates housing development projects, they do so
without doing socio-economic calculations. Instead, the net present value is calculated
in every development project considering cost, the number of possible dwellings, and
the allocations between different forms of tenure. This approach also represents a break
with the traditional approach, where the socio-economic factors and calculations have a
much more prominent standing and concerns about cash flow and profitability in
public projects are of less concern.

Finally, a distinct pragmatism seems to have grown amongst the city management
when approaching growth-driven challenges, as opposed to an ideological stance. The
city executives seem to have little concern for principles when approaching PPC. Not
only do they seem to have little concern for this dimension, in the sense that they actively
seek PPC, but they also have little concern when addressing regional issues of development
in public governance structures as well (although they seem very much concerned with
regard to financing).

Discussion

This study aimed to examine how the administration of a fast-growing capital enhances its
problem-solving capacity in a complex environment. Our main finding is that managers,
through processes of sensemaking and framing, identify, formulate, and communicate
what they see as pertinent challenges and solutions. We found that the primary challenge
is the rapidly growing population. However, understanding what that entails, what the
“secondary” problems are that arise from this, results in solutions that challenge formal
structures and bureaucratic processes.

We have shown how the top managers make sense of challenges and how they plan to
tackle them. Our analysis clarifies how three different dimensions of sensemaking manifest
themselves: vertically, through levels of public sector hierarchy; horizontally, through
public-private-non-profit spheres and cooperation; and spatially, through the reframing
of geographical notions of “Stockholm”. We found that the administration reframes the
very notion of “what this organisation is about” (Feldman 1989). Moreover, “what it is
about” is identifying, proposing solutions, and framing the complex organization, thus
building legitimacy for perceiving challenges and solutions outside the formal structures
and bureaucratic processes. Increasing the problem-solving capacity, then, rests just as
much on acceptance of what the problems are and how to solve them, as on formal struc-
tures and processes.
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We found that by using complexity as a sensemaking framework, we can better under-
stand how the managers are actively involved in the practicalities of solving problems and
how they mobilize support for a policy position and enhance certain policy options. As
such, we can understand the governance processes better. Furthermore, while the city
management clearly has profoundly changed its view on its role and responsibilities,
and hence reframed the notion of structure, formal structures remain intact. Similarly,
broader notions of responsibility for the future of the region, if not for the country,
have complemented narrower notions of budgetary control and financial accountability.
Calculations and concerns about cash flow and profitability regarding net present value
in public projects have come to play a prominent role in the new governance practices.
Engagement in, for example, investments (vertical dimension), innovative collaborations
(horizontal dimension), and visions about a future region (spatial dimension) are mani-
festations of reframing challenges and solutions.

We contend that much governance theory, through concepts like networks and multi-
levelness, recognizes complexity (see e.g. Stoker 1998), but accepts and incorporates what
complexity entails to a much lesser degree. Instead, complexity in governance theory is
predominantly understood as “reduced capabilities for steering and control… in a struc-
tural sense” (Sjöblom, Löfgren, and Godenhjelm 2013, 4–5).

As Wagenaar (2007, 22) states, “the recognition and acknowledgement of complexity
has fallen prey to the powerful hold that the ideal of rationality has over the discourse
and practice of policymaking”, thus missing out on insights from concepts such as non-
linearity, feedback loops, disequilibrium, emergence, and networked causality (see e.g.
Richardson 2011; Schneider 2012). It is, however, as Maguire, Allen, and McKelvey
(2011) claim, increasingly adopted by practitioners, as policy decisions typically
concern systems that are open and complex (Bankes 2011). Furthermore, we hold with
Richardson (2011, 373) that a complexity perspective “provides a powerful lens through
which to ‘see’ organizations”. We thus argue that governance research would benefit
from insights from complexity theory, albeit carefully applied to a social system.

Conclusions

This study examined how managers in a fast-growing capital enhance the legitimacy of a
complex organization by using complexity as a sensemaking framework. While we acknowl-
edge that complexity theory is no panacea to unlocking the difficulties of public sector chal-
lenges, we contend that complexity can be a valuable guide to future research on governance.

Our main conclusion is that the problem-solving capacity of a public organization can
be understood in terms of the legitimacy of the formulated problems and solutions. Thus,
sensemaking and framing are important keys to unlocking how legitimacy are built in a
complex organization.

Reform waves such as NPM and NPG have addressed perceived shortcomings in public
sector governance. While different reforms have entailed different perceptions of what the
challenges are and how they should be addressed, they have, arguably, brought about
various legitimacy issues. Where NPM was criticized for downplaying procedural repre-
sentativeness and legality, legitimacy in network governance is not unproblematic. We
argue that a focus on the problem-solving capacity of the public organization that trans-
cends a hierarchical-instrumental approach, recognizing complexity through sensemaking
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and framing, can be a viable way forward for further theoretical development and prac-
titioners. There is, however, ample grounds for prudence when using complexity theory
(originating in the natural sciences) in the social sciences.

For the broader research on governance, our study shows that taking a complexity view
can expand process design issues. The concept of “designing” might be problematic in
itself, at least if seen from a traditional hierarchical-instrumental perspective. Process
design may, instead, require a focus on issues such as mutual adaptation, learning, and
communication of frames.

As we have based our findings and conclusions on the top administrative management
in Stockholm, there is considerable room for different views at different administrative and
political levels. Claims of nomothetic generalizability (Lincoln and Guba 1985) in a classic
sample-population perspective is neither warranted nor an aim of our study given our
methodological approach. We do, however, claim case-to-case transferability, or what
Misco (2007) calls reader generalizability, through purposive sampling (Lincoln and
Guba 1985; Silverman 2013).

We see several avenues for future research, such as looking into how complexity as a
sensemaking framework plays out at different levels of administration and political entities
to broaden theoretical contributions. For instance, how do different actors look at the
legitimacy of a public sector organization in a complex setting? Secondly, studies of gov-
ernance could carefully take cues from complexity theory as a framework, thus building a
better understanding of how complexity can inform theories and practices in public sector
governance.

Finally, we suggest that future research can investigate how research on public sector
governance can contribute to a better overall understanding of how complex systems
work. After all, a public sector organization is “as complex as it gets”.

Notes

1. Volume 10 (3), 2008.
2. We are indebted to an anonymous reviewer for clarifying this point.
3. This article refers to Stockholm city (or the city for short) when referring to the local muni-

cipality of Stockholm, as opposed to Stockholm county.
4. http://international.stockholm.se/governance/vision-2030.
5. http://openlabsthlm.se/about/.
6. http://www.stockholmbusinessalliance.se/.
7. The Stockholm region.
8. The adjacent region to the West.
9. The region centred on the cities of Copenhagen and Malmö.
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